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Hungarian Central Bank Preview: October 2022 
  

Details:  

 

Monetary policy decision: 1300BST, 1400CET, 0900ET, Tuesday 25th October 2022. 

 

MNI Point of View  
Rates likely unchanged as liquidity ops become key policy tool 

Following the bank’s emergency intervention and move to stabilise a volatile currency market two weeks 

ago, the bank are likely to keep the headline rate unchanged at 13.00%, with the board instead leaning more 

heavily on their liquidity tenders and FX swaps tools to control liquidity, tighten financial conditions and 

work against the market’s bias to sell HUF in periods of risk-off. 

These leaves facilities with effective 18% (liquidity tender) and 17% (FX swaps) interest rates to contend with 

tumultuous markets, lessening the relevancy of this week’s rate decision – which is all but nominal at this stage. 

Analysts are uniform in seeing no change to headline policy rates this week, with most pointing toward the pre-

announced tools as carrying the load for monetary policy going forward. Additionally, the stabilisation of Hungarian 

bond and currency markets since the emergency intervention lessen the need for action this month. 

Figure 1: Financial markets have stabilised following the NBH’s emergency action 

 

Source: MNI/BBG 

Coinciding with the launch of emergency market measures, September data showed CPI in Hungary rose to 20.1% 

- ahead of expectations and again the highest since 1996. In response, the government have again split with the 

broader European Union in their messaging on Russian sanctions, stating that the Hungarian government will back 
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measures aimed at lowering energy prices rather than those that worsen energy scarcity. This acute price pressure 

is expected to rise further into year-end, before moderating from the tail-end of Q1 onwards. 

Evidence is also mounting that the Hungarian government and central bank are leaning further on macroprudential 

measures to stabilise the economy and borrowing rates – further turning the spotlight away from headline rates policy. 

Cushioning the impact on the real economy, the government this week announced plans to freeze interest rates on 

loans to SMEs from November 15th onwards through to July of next year, with rates to be frozen at a retroactive 

7.77% vs. current loan rates of 16.69%. 

Furthermore, last week marked the beginning of a policy period in which the NBH will provide FX from its reserves 

for energy import needs – another measure that could shore up the economy from inflation risks. Virag detailed that 

the NBH will keep watch of reserve adequacy, with EU fund inflows (blocked from 2021 onwards for now) to help 

improve the FX reserves profile. 

This all points to a more complex policy outlook for Hungary and will lessen the focus on monthly central bank rate 

decisions. Nonetheless, this month’s meeting provides a good opportunity for the board to detail their now multi-

faceted approach - with markets looking to gauge the longevity of their new regime. 

 

National Bank of Hungary Watch 
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Sell-side Views  

Bank of America: Likely on hold, irrelevant for markets 

• The NBH will likely base rate on hold but this is now irrelevant for the market as the central bank has 
mobilised temporary facilities to reverse HUF weakness, i.e. the o/n deposit facility at 18% and the daily FX 
swaps at 17%. 

• The HUF developments in recent days suggest no major pressure for the NBH to raise rates on these 
instruments further. We see scope for the central bank to exit these facilities only with a green light from the 
EU for funding, likely in late November/early December. 

 
Barclays: Already done enough 

• As liquidity measures have failed to prevent FX volatility, the NBH delivered a 500bp emergency hike 
(effective policy rate) on 14 October. The upper band of the corridor, at 25%, should provide enough 
flexibility for a further 7pp in hikes if needed. If volatility starts to subside, we think the NBH would likely cut 
gradually towards the base rate, which has been kept stable at 13%. 

• This suggests that the bank views 13% as an adequate policy rate, given medium-term inflation 
expectations, but that current conditions temporarily require a more flexible monetary policy stance. Against 
this background, we expect the NBH to keep its base rate stable at 13%. 

 

Erste Bank: Expects no changes for now 

• Do not expect to see any changes in the main policy rate, which currently sits at 13%. The effective and 
relevant interest rate for the markets is the one-day deposit rate at 18%, and it will remain in place until the 
risk assessment improves significantly. 

 
ING: Ensuring market stability, no matter what 

• Though there is room to hike rates further if needed, as the upper bound of the interest rate corridor was 
moved up to 25%, the initial market reaction shows that current interest rate levels may be enough to 
enforce the NBH's political will. 

• We think the central bank will repeat its strong message regarding its willingness to ensure market stability, 
whatever it takes. In addition, the NBH will make sure to echo its primary objective, which is fighting inflation 
and ensuring price stability. 

• The latest measures by the central bank will help the bank achieve their inflation goals by providing FX to 
the main energy importers. This is basically a targeted, indirect FX intervention using the bank’s FX 
reserves. We see the recent level of FX reserves as providing ample room for this action. The central 
bank's FX swap lines with major central banks and regional peers will provide an additional cushion in this 
operation. 

• On top of this, transfers related to the 2014-2020 EU budgetary period are coming through and given the 
seasonality of the flows, we expect a significant improvement in the capital account during the fourth quarter 
of 2022. 

• However, these positive impacts will take time to affect market stability, thus we see the central bank as 
maintaining its recent stance for the foreseeable future. This means that we expect the overnight deposit 
quick tender to remain the key instrument, alongside the one-day FX swap tender. Regarding the level of 
interest rates, we see the NBH as maintaining recent levels until both the global and the country-specific 
risk environment improves materially. 

 

JP Morgan: Likely to turn out uneventful 

• The NBH meeting is likely to turn out pretty uneventful. After the plethora of announcements and policy 
changes of recent weeks, the central bank ended with a marginal rate of 18% (1-day depo), which has 
bought it some breathing space, with the Forint appreciating a few percentage points from the lows. At the 
same time, the central bank appears adamant to keep the so called base rate at 13%, which in practical 
market terms has little relevance, but which if revisited, could help in terms of communication/credibility. 

• Effective funding rates are around 16%, and should over the coming six weeks converge to the marginal 
rate. In this meeting we expect all rates unchanged, and the only interest is to learn whether any plans are 
disclosed about the potential replacement of the 2-month depo facility, which will not be simple. 

 
SocGen: To continue tightening via liquidity withdrawals 
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• The National Bank of Hungary's determination to end the hiking cycle in late September, pledging to focus 
on other means to tighten monetary conditions (liquidity withdrawals). 
However, the massive sell-off of the forint that followed in October resulted in the MNB implementing a new 
one-day deposit instrument at 18%. We expect the monetary council to confirm the new policy setting at the 
upcoming meeting on 25 October. While the base rate will likely be kept at 13%, the MNB will likely pledge 
to withdraw liquidity using the new 18% instrument for as long as necessary. 

• In our view, it will mean until 2Q23 given the prospect of accelerating inflation and a difficult winter for the 
economy and the external balance. We still expect the forint to weaken, and put our EUR/HUF forecast at 
440 at end-2022. 

 

TD Securities: Expects no changes, with bank satisfied with HUF strength 

• Following the 500bps emergency hike on 14 October, the forint rallied with EURHUF falling from 432 back 
into the 400-410 range. 

• Given that, the NBH seems to be running FX targeting policy, we expect no changes to rates as the CB is 
likely satisfied with forint's strength.  
 

UniCredit: Likely to wait for recent tightening to feed through 

• After the NBH decided to decouple the 1W deposit rate (currently at 18%) from the monetary-policy rate 

(13%) again, it is likely to wait for recent tightening to feed into market interest rates.  

• Most HUF shorts were closed after the surprising decision. With the Lombard rate now at 25%, 

the NBH hinted at more tightening if the currency comes under pressure again. 

• The authorities moved to protect most mortgage borrowers who were facing an imminent repricing of 

interest rates, leaving only consumer loans and large corporate loans exposed to recent rate hikes. 

While the NBH has done its part, the government also seems to be on the right path with budget spending. 

• The cash budget deficit has fallen below 9% of GDP (12M rolling) for the first time since November 2020, 

with the budget ending 3Q with a surplus of around 0.3% of GDP, the first positive quarterly reading in three 

years. 

• More tightening is in the pipeline after the government curtailed public spending through the so-called “2000 

decree”, issued for October. If the government sticks to its plan to cut public investment by around 4% of 

GDP, we expect GDP to fall next year, with Hungary underperforming its peers. 

 


